BOARD & WETSUIT REPAIR  // Solarez, Puka Patch

TRACTION  // OAM On A Mission

LEASHES  // OAM On A Mission

BOARDBAGS  // OAM On A Mission

BOARD ART  // Boardstix Paint Pens

NOSE & TAIL GUARDS  // Surfco Hawaii

BOARD WAX ALTERNATIVE  // Surfco Hawaii

SURFBOARD FINS  // Fins Unlimited, Pro Teck

SUP ACCESSORIES  // Surfco Hawaii, O.A.M, Puka Patch

BACKPACKS  // OAM On A Mission

SUN PROTECTION  // Stream 2 Sea, Peter Grimm & Ukes USA

SURF WAX & ACCESSORIES  // Bubble Gum, Wax Buddy

BOARD RACKS  // Paradise Racks, O.A.M

ACCESSORIES  // Mack’s Earplugs

SWIM GOGGLES  // TYR Swim

BODYBOARD ACCESSORIES  // O.A.M, GO SoftBoard, Solarez
SOLAREZ repair putty is a mixture of clear, non-yellowing, high strength, fiber reinforced polyester resin with an amazing solar activated catalyst. There is no mixing required, just use it right from the tube. It gels in 30 seconds, curing in 3 minutes - but ONLY when exposed to sunlight. Comes with 60/240 grit sand pad and spreader card. Not for use on Styrofoam (EPS).

SOLAREZ repair putty

SOLAREZ
77102 - .5OZ / / 77152 - 1 OZ / / 77200 - 2OZ

SOLAREZ LOW-LITE
77153 - 1 oz

MICROLITE
77412 - .5 oz / / 77420 - 2 OZ

WEENIE TRAVEL KIT
77101 - .5oz

LOW VOC DUAL CURE POLY RESIN
71200 - 4 OZ / / 71400 - 16 OZ / / 71500 - 32 OZ

POLYESTER BOARD REPAIR

POLYESTER SANDING RESIN
71201 - 4oz / / 71401 - 16 oz / / 71501 - 32 oz

POLYESTER GLOSS RESIN
71202 - 4 OZ / / 71402 - 16 OZ / / 71502 - 32 OZ

WAX REMOVER AND CLEANER 4OZ
88906

MINI TRAVEL // ECONO TRAVEL KIT
77150 - .5OZ / / 77250 - 2OZ.

PRO TRAVEL KIT
77270

MINI TRAVEL // ECONO TRAVEL KIT
77150 - .5OZ / / 77250 - 2OZ.

PRO TRAVEL KIT
77270
SOLAREZ Epoxy repair putty is a mixture of clear, high strength, fiber reinforced epoxy resin and an amazing solar activated catalyst. There is no mixing required, just use it right from the tube. It gels in 30 seconds, curing in 3 minutes - but ONLY when exposed to sunlight.

- No mixing necessary. UV curing assures complete hardening.
- Provides complete crosslinking
- Remarkably tough and resilient
- Contains urethanes that keep from yellowing
- Eco-friendly ZERO vapors, non-flammable.
HIGH POWER UV FLASHLIGHT “RESINATOR” KIT 88901

DIGITAL BATTERY CHARGER & 1-3.7 VOLT RECHARGEABLE BATTERY 88904

UV FLASHLIGHT-HIGH OUTPUT 88903

UV CURE NEO REZ 10Z - UV CURE NEOPRENE REPAIR

NEO REZ 2OZ - NEOPRENE REPAIR
The most progressive surf traction possible for performance surfing. OAM patented diamond grip is designed with the perfect wall to grip your foot in place, a ramp to allow proper foot movement and grip texture with the ideal durometer for both warm and cold water. Proven to be the best traction technology on the planet.
LEASHES

Stress Relief Molded Cord End: A strong durable connection
Soft, Flexible Ankle Cuff: Comfortable double layered neoprene
Double Swivel: Reduces tangling
Short, Detachable Rail Saver: Keeps leash actual size
Key Pocket: Use it or not it’s there
Molded Stand Off: Keeps cord away from feet
Stainless Steel Hardware: No corrosion smooth swivel
Easy Grab Pull Tab: Rider designed and practical

Comp Leash // 5.5, 6’
Regular Leash // 6’, 7’, 8’, 9’, 10’
Big Wave Leash // 7’, 8’, 9’
Calf Cuff // 9’, 10’

BOARDBAGS

Our S-Zip design makes opening and closing your boardbag effortless. It gives you the option of sliding your board in through the end of the bag or the side. We only use the best YKK quality coil zippers in the industry adding security to keep that magic board safe.
BOARD ART

BOARDSTIX PAINT PENS
Created and made in the United States. When BoardStix® started it was developed as the perfect pen for surfboard art. It has since been used for making artwork on snowboards, skateboards, skimboards, hats, shoes and backpacks. These pens are capable of attaining the desired chroma and color intensity your imagination calls for. Intense, penetrating color that can be blended, diluted and erased with water at any time until the final finishing seal is applied.

PREMIUM PAINT PENS
BS // AVAILABLE IN 27 COLORS

BINGO BLOTTERS
BSBB // AVAILABLE IN 12 COLORS

BROAD TIP SIX PACK
BSPAK

GRIP PEN SIX PACK
REVERSIBLE TIP, CHISEL TIP & BULLET TIP
BSGRPAK

3MM FINE TIP BASIC 6PK
BS3PAK

3MM FINE TIP FLUORESCENT 6PK
BS3FPACK

CLEAR MATTE SPRAY
BSCLR
NOSE & TAIL GUARD

DIAMOND TIP NOSE GUARD
BLACK / WHITE / CLEAR / SMOKE / BLUE TINT / RED TINT / YELLOW TINT
NGDT

DIAMOND TIP SUPER SLICK NOSE GUARD
BLACK / GRAY / WHITE / RED / BLUE
NGDTSS

FUN SHAPE NOSE GUARD
BLACK / BLUE / CLEAR / RED / WHITE
NGFS

LONGBOARD NOSE GUARD
BLACK / CLEAR / WHITE / SMOKE / BLUE TINT / GREEN TINT / YELLOW TINT
NGLB

NOSE GUARD
BLACK / WHITE / CLEAR / SMOKE / BLUE TINT / GREEN TINT / YELLOW TINT
NG

NOSE GUARD SUPER SLICK
BLACK / GRAY / WHITE
NGSS

LONGBOARD NOSE GUARD SUPER SLICK
BLACK / WHITE / GRAY
NGLBSS

TAIL GUARD
BLACK / CLEAR / WHITE
TG
HOT GRIP WAX MATS are an excellent slip resistant, non-abrasive, clear wax alternative. The panels are light and thin with great traction. Works well in all water temperatures and grips like wax without the wax mess. Easy to apply peel and stick panels.

HOT GRIP WAX MATS
AVAILABLE IN 6'0", 6'6", 7'0", 7'6", 8'0" AND 8'6" WIDE
HGWM WIDE

NEW HONEYCOMB WAX MAT
HGWMHC

HOT GRIP WAX MAT PANELS
AVAILABLE IN BACK, MID, NOSE, 2" X 6" & 12', 3" X 6" & 12" AND 6" X 12"
HGWMP

HOT GRIP WAX MAT
LONGBOARDS - 9'0" & 9'6" // HGWM LB
SUP - 3', 4', 5' & 6' DECK PANELS

HOT GRIP WAX MAT
AVAILABLE IN BACK, MID, NOSE, 2" X 6" & 12', 3" X 6" & 12" AND 6" X 12"
HGWMP
Dale Dobson Designs
Sizes: 6, 6.5, 7, 7.5, 8, 8.5, 9, 9.5, 10

SRO
More tip for more control & stability.
Sizes: 7, 7.5, 8, 8.5, 9

Performance
Retro longboard with a wide base and tip.
Sizes: 8.5, 9, 9.5

Pivot
Hatchet style fin for Nose riding & quick turns.
Sizes: 9, 9.5, 10

Yater Rudder Flex
More rake, less base and a lot of flex.
Sizes: 7.25, 8.25, 9.25

Joel Tudor Step
Joel’s fin for Pintail logs.
Sizes: 9, 9.5, 10

Kanoa Dahlin Pro
Model Original Kanoa fin.
Sizes: 6.5, 7, 8, 9, 10

Steve Walden Design
Classic performance wide base.
Sizes: 7.25, 8.25

Alpha Flex
Flex fin with a wide base for drive and narrow tip w/quick release.
Sizes: 7, 7.5, 8, 8.5, 9, 9.5, 9.75, 10

Joel Tudor Island
Single fin for Gun style boards.
Sizes: 7.5, 8, 8.5, 9, 9.5, 9.75

Joel Tudor Classic
Pivot style fin with updated lines.
Size: 10

Bonzer
Designed for bonzer style boards.
Sizes: 5.5, 6, 6.5

Kanoa Dahlin Miss Lucy
Pivot fin with rake. Carve, nose ride w/stability.
Sizes: 9, 9.5, 10

Joel Tudor V-Flex
Flex fin for Hull style boards.
Sizes: 9, 9.5, 10.0

Kanoa Dahlin K2D2
Kanoa’s thruster fin solid in all size waves.
Sizes: 4.75, 5.5

Race I
Low aspect ratio/high surface area, thinner foils for a faster fin.
Size: 6.0”

Race II “EJ”
Cutaway swept-keel outline with a shorter base for shorter fin boxes.
Size: 6.5”

Joel Tudor Karma Flex
Perfect for modern style Eggs and Longboards.
Size: 8.5, 9, 9.75

Kanoa Dahlin Offspring
Looseness of a cut away with drive & stability.
Sizes: 7.25, 8.25, 9.5

Joel Tudor Papa Joe
Designed for bonzer style boards.
Sizes: 8.5, 9, 9.5

Joel Tudor Diamond
Single fin for Eggs & smaller diamond tails.
Size 9.0”

Joel Tudor Step
Joel’s fin for Pintail logs.
Sizes: 9, 9.5, 10

Joel Tudor V-Flex
Flex fin for Hull style boards.
Sizes: 9, 9.5, 10.0

Kanoa Dahlin K2D2
Kanoa’s thruster fin solid in all size waves.
Sizes: 4.75, 5.5

Race I
Low aspect ratio/high surface area, thinner foils for a faster fin.
Size: 6.0”

Race II “EJ”
Cutaway swept-keel outline with a shorter base for shorter fin boxes.
Size: 6.5”

Seagrass
Superior weed-shedding abilities to take paddlers through the kelp beds.
Size: 7.3”
Blue Water
Downwind racing &
general paddling
Size: 8.6” and 9.0”

B1 Touring
All around paddling w/
elongated base and
swept back narrow tip.
Size: 7.6”

Eel Grass
Paddle easily through
eel grass with a ramp to
increase directional stability
Size: 8.5” and 9.0”

FCS
Future/FCS Compatible
Fins made from your favorite designs with all the different foils.
Flat, Inside Scoops, Gun, and Tow-In. Size: Small, Medium, and Large.
Configurations: Twin, Fish, Tri, Quad, and 5-Fin Convertible.

FUTURES
**SURFBOARD FINS**

**PRO TECK SAFETY FINS**

**PERFORMANCE FINS** have a rigid core that creates good drive and projection off bottom turns and cutbacks. The combination of the flexible edges and rigid core will help to make your board ride smoother, faster, and easier to turn. This will allow you to surf better, reduce fin injuries, and add more fun to the sport of surfing!

**SUPER FLEX FINS** have a soft flexible core and soft edges making it the ultimate safety fin for beginners, surf schools, and board rentals. Super Flex Fins are also for the surfer who wants a fun, very easy turn and forgiving fin.

**POWER FLEX FINS** have a medium core flex. The fin bends on turns, and then springs back, creating a forward thrust like a swim fin. The medium flex core and flexible training edge makes the board turn smooth and fluid with continuous speed.

---

**LONGBOARD CENTER**
- 7”, 9”

**QUAD**
- 4.5”/4.0” FCS/FUTURE

**THRUSTER**
- 4.0”, 4.25”, 4.5” FCS/Future

**LONGBOARD CENTER**
- 4.5”, 7”, 9”

**QUAD**
- 4.5”/4.0” FCS/FUTURE

**THRUSTER**
- 4.5” FCS/Future
- 4.5” FLANGE & POST SOFTBOARD

---

**PROTECK SAFETY FINS**
The EZ Plug Deck Rigging Kit helps you put a bungee deck rigging system where you want it. Includes EZ Plugs, super glue, bungee cord, and instructions.

EZ PLUG DECK RIGGING KIT/2, 4 OR 6 PLUGS
EZDECK2 // EZDECK4 // EZDECK6

EZ PLUG HANDLES CONTOURED
EZHDLCR

EZ PLUG PADDLE STRAP KIT
EZPDL

EZ DECK NET
AVAILABLE AS NET ONLY OR NET KIT W/PLUGS
EZDNET // EZDNETK

EZ PLUG HEAVY DUTY GLUE DOWN PLUGS/AVAILABLE IN SGL & DBL
EZHD // EZHD2

PADDLE GUARD KIT
PG

EZ PLUG PEEL AND STICK PLUGS/
AVAILABLE IN SGL & DBL
EZPS // EZPS2

RAIL TAPE
RT
SUP DAY MISSION
7'6" // 8'0" // 8'6" // 9'0"
9'6" // 10'0" // 10'6"

9', 10' & 11' SUP COIL
BLACK

9' SUP STRAIGHT COIL
BLACK // LIME
BLUE // RASTA

10' SUP STRAIGHT COIL
BLACK // LIME
BLUE // RASTA

9' STRAIGHT COIL
SLATER TROUT
PRIDE

LOWERS
GREY

MISSION
BLACK

WET DRY PACK
GREY

WET DRY CHANGE MAT
Stream2Sea is a Mineral based, EcoConscious, Biodegradable and Reef Safe Sunscreen and Body care line. At the heart of all of our products is a powerful antioxidant botanical blend for protection from the harsh effects of sun, salt and wind. Safe for you and our waters. Broad Spectrum, Non-Nano, Sweat Resistant and Fragrance Free.
GOLDCOAST LIFEGUARD HAT BY PETER GRIMM/ASST SIZES
GCB3301-NAT-S // GCB3301-NAT-M
GCB3301-NAT-L // GCB3301-NAT-XL

GOLDCOAST LIFEGUARD JUNIOR HAT
By Peter Grimm
GCB3350-NAT-O

GOLDCOAST LIFEGUARD HAT “LEVER” W/4.5” BRIM BY PETER GRIMM
GCB4001-NAT-O

GOLDCOAST LIFEGUARD HAT “SHADE” W/6.5” BRIM BY PETER GRIMM
GCB4021

UKES USA

UKES PREMIUM NEOPRENE SUNGLASS STRAP
UKE STRAP

UKES PREMIUM COTTON STRAPS SUNGLASS STRAP
UKE STRAP CN
Bubble Gum Surf Wax has been keeping surfers stuck to their boards since 1983 all over the world. We use recycled paper wrapper, all handmade in the U.S.A.

Bubble Gum Original Formula Wax/
Serious Grip in Base,
Cold, Cool, Warm & Tropical
BGWAX

Rob Machado Organic Blend
is an Eco Friendly, high
performance wax using
vegetable-based resources
coconut scent and recycled
paper wrapper. Proceeds
support the Rob Machado
foundation. Comes in Cold,
Cool, Warm & Tropical
RMWAX

GU Top Coat is an extra
tacky coat designed to go
over existing base or original
formula. Coconut scent,
recycled paper, Cool/Cold or
Tropical/Warm,
Pineapple Express
Firm and Tacky Top Coat
GUWAX / BGWPINE

BUBBLE GUM CITRUS
WAX REMOVER
BGWR8 - 8 OZ.

MAGIC BUBBLE WAX
REMOVER KIT/
Includes Magic Bubble, Wax
Scraper, Base Coat and
Storage Box
MAGBUB

LEASH STRINGS 50 PACK
AVAILABLE ASSORTED
COLORS OR ALL BLACK
LSASST // LSBK

4OZ CITRUS WAX REMOVER,
Micro Fiber Towel, Wax comb,
Stickers
WXREMKT

BuBBle GUM SufR Wax CaNDeLe/
TRAvel TiN, COCONUT SHELL
CaNTIn // CaNCOCO

BUBBLE GUM WAX BOX
W/COMB
BGWXBOX

WAX BUDDY MULTI TOOL
BLACK / WHITE / ELECTRIC BLUE / LIME
/ SAGE GREEN
WB1

BUBBLE GUM AIR FRESHENER
BGAIr

BUBBLE GUM WAX COMB
BGWXCMB

AVAILABLe WITh
BOTTLE OPEnEr

LeaSh STReNGHs 50 PaCC
AVAILABLe ASSoRTed
COlORS OR AlL BlACK
LSASST // LSBK

BUBBLE GUM WAX COMB
BGWXCMB

WAX BUDDy multi TOOl
BLACK / WHITE / ELECTRIC BLUE / LIME
/ SAGE GREEN
WB1

BUBBLE GUM SURF WAX CANDLE/ TRAVEL TIN, COCONUT SHELL
CANTIN // CANCECO

BUBBLE GUM WAX BOX
W/COMB
BGWXBOX

Wax Buddy Multi Tool
Black / White / Electric Blue / Lime
/ Sage Green
WB1

LeaSh StRings 50 PaCk
Available Assorted
Colors or All Black
LSASST // LSBK

4Oz CITRus WAX REMOVER,
Micro Fiber Towel, Wax comb,
Stickers
WXREMKT

BUBBLE GUM AIR FRESHENER
BGAIr

BUBBLE GUM WAX COMB
BGWXCMB

Wax Buddy Multi Tool
Black / White / Electric Blue / Lime
/ Sage Green
WB1
BOARD RACKS

ORIGINAL SHORTBOARD OR LONGBOARD RACK
PRSB // PRLB

HORIZONTAL METAL WALL RACK/ FOR SURFBOARDS AND SUP’S
PR-HRZ

ANGLED METAL WALL RACK
PR-ANGSRF - SURF // PR-ANG - SUP

CEILING METAL RACK/ FOR SURFBOARDS AND SUP’S
PR-CLG
VERTICAL METAL DISPLAY RACK
PRVRT

SIDE RIDE BICYCLE SURFBOARD RACK
PRSR

17" TAIL GATE PAD & STRAP

17" AERO RACKS

WOOD WALL DISPLAY RACK
PR01 - SGL  //  PR02 - DBL
PR03 - TRIPLE  //  PR04 - QUAD

12’ ROOF STRAPS

AVAILABLE IN SINGLE OR DOUBLE

Secure your Keys while surfing. Durable All Metal Rust Proof Construction. Combination lock with 10,000 possibilities. Hardened Steel Shackle for extra strength. Protective Rubber Backing.
TYR KID'S "QUALIFIER" SWIM GOGGLE/
AVAILABLE IN CLEAR LENS W/ BLUE OR
PURPLE FRAME
LGQUAL

TYR KID'S "SWIPLE" SWIM GOGGLE/
AVAILABLE IN BLUE LENS W/BLACK OR
CLEAR FRAME
LGSW

TYR ADULT "RACETECH" SWIM
GOGGLE/ AVAILABLE IN SMOKE OR
BLUE LENS W/CLEAR FRAME
LGR

TYR ADULT "HYDROLITE" SWIM
GOGGLE/ AVAILABLE IN SMOKE OR
BLUE LENS W/CLEAR FRAME
LGHLT
BODYBOARD ACCESSORIES

WRIST

RASTA  BLACK  BLUE

BICEP

RASTA  BLACK  BLUE

BODYBOARD REPAIR
SPONGE-REZ
74100 - .5 OZ. // 74300 - 2 OZ

SEALED LEASH PLUG KIT
33000

BODYBOARD BAG
SINGLE / DOUBLE

GOSOFTBOARD CAMERA AND LEASH MOUNT
GSB1
A digital version of this catalog is available online. Call or write us or your Sales Representative for the password to access complete pricing on our website.